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Abstract 

The close match of stiffness between implant material and bone is critically important to avoid stress-
shielding effect and ensure a fast healing of injured tissues. Here, we introduce liquid metal dealloying 
method for synthesis of robust open porous biomaterials possessing low Young’s modulus. The 
remarkable advantage of the liquid metal dealloying method is a large flexibility in selecting chemical 
composition of a desired porous biomaterial together with unique tunable microstructure. To 
demonstrate the versatility of the method, a number of open porous TixZr100-x alloys with different 
chemical compositions and microstructural characteristics was developed by dealloying precursor 
(TixZr100-x)yCu100-y alloys in liquid magnesium. The effects of the processing conditions and the precursors’ 
chemical composition on the microstructure of the porous TixZr100-x as well as their mechanical behavior 
were discussed in detail. In particular, the porous TixZr100-x distinguish themselves due to a low and tunable 
stiffness ranging from 3.2 to 15.1 GPa and a rather high strength reaching up to 480 MPa. This unique 
combination of mechanical properties of the new open porous TixZr100-x alloys becomes even more 
interesting in view of preliminary biological tests highlighting their excellent cytocompatibility. Overall, 
the liquid metal dealloying provides an opportunity for designing a new biomaterials platform with flexible 
tunable functionality. 
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Introduction 

Commercially pure titanium and titanium alloys are widely used metallic materials for bone trauma 
healing, because of their good mechanical performance, excellent biocompatibility, and high corrosion 
resistance [1,2]. This, particularly, led to an increasing interest in the development of new titanium-based 
materials with improved performance over the past years [3–11]. Despite the success of existing 
commercial implant materials (including titanium alloys) in many cases, there is a risk of bone 
degeneration and implant loosening caused by the so-called “stress-shielding” effect [1,2]. The “stress-
shielding” effect is assocsiated with the disproportional load distribution between a bone and an adjacent 
implant due to their stiffness mismatch. The metallic implant materials are usually considerably stiffer as 
compared to bones. Eventually, the stiffness mismatch may lead to bone resorption and loosening or 
failure of the implant. There are several effective strategies to develop high-strength and low stiffness 
titanium alloys, for example, by designing multicomponent beta-titanium alloys [12–14], synthesis of 
complex microstructures [15–19] or introducing porosity into the material [20–22].  In this work, we 
followed the last strategy, namely, synthesis of porous titanium alloys by liquid metal dealloying. 

Liquid metal dealloying method [23], invented in the group of Prof. H.Kato, is a metallurgical process for 
the synthesis of open porous materials by means of alloy corrosion in a liquid metal. The method employs 
diffusion of a liquid metal suited as a corrosive medium into a solid alloy accompanied by selective 
dissolution of one or more components of the alloy. The remaining part of the alloy is immiscible with the 
corrosive medium and rearranges into a continuous scaffold consisting of interconnected and dangling 
ligaments. The liquid metal dealloying method was used for fabrication of open porous materials such as 
Ti [22–24], Fe [25], Zr [22], Cr [25], Nb [26], TiNb [22], TiHf [27], C [28] as well as bicontinuous composites 
consisting of immiscible metals, namely, Ta-Cu [29] and Ti-Mg [23]. Synthesis of porous structures usually 
requires an additional fabrication step by which the corrosive medium itself is dissolved. For the 
bicontinuous composites, this step is simply omitted. The size of structural units of the liquid metal 
dealloying-based materials can be effectively tuned from nano- to micrometer range by control of the 
processing conditions [26,30,31]. Moreover, the liquid metal dealloying method can be employed to 
create nanoporous surface layers on the biomedical alloys to improve their biocompatibility . Thus, 
Fukuzumi and co-authors reported surface improvement of the widely applied in medicine Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
by selective removing of toxic aluminum (Al) using the liquid metal dealloying [32]. This is important since 
the implant surface influences bone metabolism and, therefore, osseointegration. Rougher surfaces 
stimulate differentiation, growth, and attachment of bone cells and increase mineralization leading to a 
better osseointegration [33]. Thus, the liquid metal dealloying method turns to be a powerfull tool for 
creating complex metallic biomaterials with specific properties. 

Here, we report design, synthesis and structure-property correlation of high-strength titanium-zirconium 
(TixZr100-x) open porous scaffolds. The selection of TixZr100-x alloys for this study was governed by its 
excellent biocompatibility, good corrosion resistance, and superior strength compared to pure titanium 
[34]. Developed by dealloying in liquid magnesium, these new TixZr100-x scaffolds inherited a unique 
bicontinuous microstructure through manufacturing leading to outstanding mechanical behavior. 
Particularly, even at high solid fractions, Young’s modulus of these strong porous TixZr100-x scaffolds 
remains in a range of that of cortical bone providing the opportunity of precise stiffness adjustment 
between implant and bone. Both microstructural and mechanical characterizations together with 
preliminary cytotoxicity analysis of these porous TixZr100-x solids are discussed in details.  
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Materials and methods 

Alloys design 

Precursor alloys for the liquid metal dealloying were designed based on the enthalpy of mixture values 

between Mg and the considered alloy element (∆𝐻(𝑀𝑔−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑚𝑖𝑥 ) [35] as well as on biocompatibility of the 

alloying elements [2,36–40]. Elements exhibiting a negative value of ∆𝐻(𝑀𝑔−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑚𝑖𝑥  like Al, Si, Cu or Ni 

are miscible and will be dissolved in Mg upon the dealloying process while those possessing a positive 

∆𝐻(𝑀𝑔−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑚𝑖𝑥  like Ti, Zr, V or Fe are immiscible in Mg. According to Fig. 1, the choice of elements, which 

are both biocompatible and immiscible in Mg, includes Ti, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, and Ta. We have selected Ti and 

Zr as immiscible and Cu as miscible elements for our alloy design. The first set of designed alloys, namely, 

Ti15Zr15Cu70, Ti20Zr20Cu60, Ti25Zr25Cu50 and Ti30Zr30Cu40 (at.%) was chosen in order to identify the parting limit 

(the lowest concentration of Cu at which dealloying is still progressing) as well as to study the effect of 

the TixZr100-x solid fraction on the mechanical response. The second set of samples, namely Ti20Zr20Cu60, 

Ti10Zr30Cu60, Ti30Zr10Cu60 (at.%), was chosen to study the effect of solid solution strengthening in the porous 

TixZr100-x samples. 

 

Figure 1 Selection of elements for dealloying in a liquid metal. (a) The values of ∆𝐻(𝐴𝐵)
𝑚𝑖𝑥  (kJ/mol) 

calculated by Miedema’s model for atomic pairs between Mg and elements indicated in the plot [35]; (b) 

Required relationship of the values of enthalpy of mixing between elements for the liquid metal 

dealloying of a master alloy AB in a liquid metal C. 
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Fabrication method 

Rods 1 mm in diameter were prepared from pure metals (99.99 %) by an arc melting device coupled with 

a suction casting set-up under argon (Ar) atmosphere (Mini Arc Melter MAM-1, Edmund Bühler, 

Germany). The as-cast rods were cut to 1.7 mm length by a horizontal diamond wire saw (Model 3032, 

Well Diamantssägen, Germany). These 1.7 mm long rods were then systematically heated for various 

times and temperatures together with ∼ 130 mg magnesium (Mg) (-12+50 mesh) in a glassy carbon 

crucible under Ar flow using an infrared furnace (IRF 10, Behr, Switzerland). The infrared furnace was 

chosen due to high heating and cooling rates of about ∼40 K s-1. The schematic illustration of the 

dealloying set-up is shown in Fig. 2 a. All mechanically tested samples had the same process parameters, 

i.e. dealloying at 1023 K for 10 min. For investigation of the synthesis procedure itself, also different times 

and temperatures were chosen. Upon dealloying, molten Mg selectively dissolves Cu out of the parent 

(TixZr100-x)yCu100-y alloys, while Ti and Zr diffuse along the metal/liquid interface [23,41]. After dealloying, 

the samples consist of hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Ti or hcp TixZr100-x, and Mg-rich phases, which depend 

on the used precursor alloy. In order to obtain the porous samples, the Mg phase(s) were removed by 

etching in 3 M HNO3 for 5h as shown in Fig. 2 b. 

 

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of fabrication of porous metals by liquid metal dealloying 
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Characterization methods  

Structural investigation of the precursor alloys and porous samples was performed by X-ray diffraction in 

Bragg-Brentano geometry (D8 Advance, Bruker, Germany) with Cu-Kα radiation. The device was equipped 

with position sensitive detector (LynxEye, Bruker, Germany) enabling us to achieve acceptable signal-to-

noise ratios within a few hours measuring time despite the smallness of the samples. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM, Nova Nanolab 200, FEI, USA, and Tescan Vega3 SB, Czech Republic) coupled with 

energy-dispersive X-ray analysis explored microstructure and composition. The samples’ volume before 

and after dealloying was measured by a micrometer screw gauge and SEM. The further structural 

parameters such as volume fraction, φ, and density, ρ, of the porous alloys were calculated based on the 

measured values of samples’ volume and weight. The porous samples were tested in compression at room 

temperature with an applied (engineering) strain rate of 10-4 s-1 using a universal testing device (Z010 TN, 

Zwick-Roell, Germany). The shape of tested porous samples was cylindrical with 1 mm in diameter and 

1.7 mm in length. The strain was computed from the relative displacement of the load surfaces, as 

measured by a laser extensometer (LaserXtens, Zwick). The yield strength of the porous metals and 

composites was determined as the stress at 0.002 offset strain. 

Cytocompatibility test 

Human umbilical cord perivascular cells (HUCPV) were isolated with the approval from the local ethical 

committee Ethik-Kommission der Ärztekammer Hamburg (Hamburg, Germany), following the protocols 

from Sarugaser et al. [42]. HUCPV were obtained from umbilical cord samples. Written informed consent 

from the donor was obtained for the use of these samples in research. The cord was cut into pieces of 

about 5 cm. The vessels were then isolated and tied together at the ends, leading to a vessel loop. 

Afterward, they were placed in T-175 cell culture flask and cultured for 10 days in α-minimum essential 

medium (α-MEM; Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany) and 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS; 

Biological industries - NeoFroxx, Einhausen, Germany) and 1% antibiotics. After outgrowth of cells from 

the tissues, the medium was changed every 2–3 days.  

For each assay, samples (beforehand cleaned and sterilized in 70% ethanol for 20 min in an ultrasonic 

bath) were placed into an agarose pre-coated 12-well plate. Mirror-polished nonporous Ti6Al4V disc-

shaped samples with a diameter of 10 mm were employed as reference specimen (cut from a round bar 

(F. W. Hempel Legierungsmetall GmbH & Co.KG, Oberhausen, Germany)), polished by conventional 

procedures followed by final manual polishing with a Struers oxide polish suspension (OPS) compound 

(Struers GmbH, Hannover-Garbsen, Germany). The porous TixZr100-x flat samples were fabricated by the 

dealloying method described above in the section “Fabrication method”. The dealloying parameters were 

1000 K and 10 min. The size of the TixZr100-x samples was 1 mm X 5 mm x 5 mm. Afterward 5000 cells in 6 

μL were added to each sample and incubated for 30 min to allow early cell adhesion. Then 3 mL of fresh 

medium was added to each well. Cells were further cultured for 5 days with a medium change in between. 

In vitro qualitative analysis of material cytotoxicity was performed by using a LIVE/DEAD (Life 

technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) assay. After 5 days culture, the staining solution was prepared by 

adding 4 μL Calcein AM (LIVE - green), and 10 μL Ethidium homodimer-1 (DEAD - red) to 10 mL of 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The samples were first washed with PBS to eliminate non-adherent cells, 

followed by immersion of each sample in 1.5 mL of staining solution, and incubating them under cell 
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culture conditions. The staining solution was then replaced by fresh α-MEM and samples were visualized 

by the fluorescent microscope (Nikon GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany). 

Results 

The dealloying of the designed (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursor alloys in liquid Mg with following etching 

resulted in the formation of porous-structured samples. Hereafter, these porous samples fabricated from 

the (TiZr)30Cu70, (TiZr)40Cu60, (TiZr)50Cu50, and (TiZr)60Cu40 precursors are referred as TiZr@49vol%, 

TiZr@63vol%, TiZr@68vol%, and TiZr@79vol%, respectively. The porous samples fabricated from the 

Ti30Zr10Cu60 and Ti10Zr30Cu60 are referred as Ti75Zr25@70vol% and Ti25Zr75@58vol%, respectively. The 

number indicates the metal volume fraction, ϕ, and for convenience this is reflected in Table 1. The 

volume fraction values were calculated based on measured values of volume and weight. The dealloyed 

samples inherit the cylindrical shape of their precursors’ alloys. 

Microstructure of the open porous TixZr100-x alloys 

After dealloying of the (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursors with following etching the final TixZr100-x-based porous 

samples mainly consist of Ti and Zr which are homogeniously distributed (Fig. 3 a). Additionally, there are 

traces of remaining Cu that is below 1 at. % as identified by EDX analysis. The X-ray diffraction analysis of 

the porous TixZr100-x samples indicates that these are single phase alloys consisting of the hcp (hexagonal 

close-packed) α-TiZr phase as exemplified for the porousTi50Zr50 in Fig. 3 b.  

 

Figure 3 (a) Elemental mapping and (b) X-ray diffractogram of the porous Ti50Zr50. The diffractogram and 

elemental mapping are representative for the porous TixZr100-x synthesized in this study. 

The SEM analysis reveals the porous structure of the developed TixZr100-x alloys. The corresponding SEM 

micrographs are shown in Figs. 4-6. The set of SEM micrographs in Fig. 4 summarizes the effect of 

processing parameters, namely, time and temperature, on the ligament size of the porous TiZr samples 

fabricated from the (TiZr)30Cu70 precursor. The smallest ligament size of about 1.34 ± 0.27 μm corresponds 

to a dealloying treatment at 1073 K for 5 min (Fig. 4 a). Increasing processing time while keeping the 

temperature constant (1073 K) leads to higher ligament size (Figs. 4 b and c), e.g. 1.94 ± 0.34 μm and 
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2.43 ± 0.34 μm for 10 min and 20 min, respectively. The same trend is observed at increasing temperature 

but constant time. In particular, the ligament size of porous TiZr after 5 min of dealloying is 1.50 ± 0.28 μm 

and 1.85 ± 0.38 μm when the processing temperature is 1123 K and 1173 K, respectively. Thus, this set of 

micrographs is a clear evidence of microstructural design possibilities of the dealloying process of a single 

precursor alloy. A second example of microstructural design possibilities is the effect of initial 

composition, namely the Cu content in the master (TiZr)xCu100-x alloys. 

 

Figure 4 SEM micrographs of porous TiZr alloys fabricated from the (TiZr)30Cu70 precursor by liquid metal 

dealloying at different processing parameters. (a) T = 1073 K and t = 5 min; (b) T = 1073 K and t = 10 min; 

(c) T = 1073 K and t = 20 min; (d) T = 1123 K and t = 5 min; (e) T = 1173 K and t = 10 min. Note: L indicates 

the size of ligaments. 

The set of SEM micrographs in Fig. 5 summarizes the effect of the precursor composition on the 

microstructure of the porous TiZr samples. The samples are fabricated from different precursors but 

processed under the same conditions, namely, at 1023 K for 10 min. So, the ligament size difference from 

sample to the sample is not pronounced. The density estimations reveal that the significant difference of 

the fraction of solid phase between the samples (Table 1). A higher concentration of Cu in the precursors 

leads to a lower solid fraction in the porous samples. This is can be explained by the fact that the dealloying 

process involves the selective dissolution of Cu into liquid Mg. The higher the Cu content is the higher the 

resulting porosity volume fraction. Another factor influencing the volume fraction of the solid phase in 

the porous TiZr is the shrinkage of samples upon dealloying. The shrinkage values vary from 7 to 17 vol% 

depending on the precursor’s alloy composition. A higher concentration of Cu in the (TiZr)xCu100-x 

precursors also leads to a larger shrinkage during dealloying (Table 1). For example, dealloying of 
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(TiZr)30Cu70 and (TiZr)50Cu50 leads to 15 vol% and 8 vol% shrinkage, respectively. But the resulting density 

of samples with higher initial Cu content is still lower despite the observed increase in densification. Thus, 

the control of initial Cu concentration in the (TiZr)xCu100-x precursors is an effective tool to design the 

porous TiZr scaffold with desired porosity volume fraction.  

 

 

Figure 5 SEM micrographs of porous TiZr alloys fabricated from (TiZr)xCu100-x by liquid metal dealloying. 

(a) TiZr@49vol% sample fabricated from (TiZr)30Cu70 at 1023 K for 10 min; (b) TiZr@63vol%  sample 

fabricated from (TiZr)40Cu60 at 1023 K for 10 min; (c) TiZr@68vol%  sample fabricated from (TiZr)50Cu50 at 

1073 K for 10 min; (d) TiZr@79vol%  sample fabricated from (TiZr)60Cu40 at 1023 K for 10 min; (e) Crack-

like defect in the TiZr@49vol%  sample; (f) and (g) Detailed microstructure of individual ligaments of the 

TiZr@49vol%  and TiZr@79vol%  samples, respectively, indicating ultrafine lamellae structure. 

Table 1 Structural parameters of the porous TiZr. φ – volume fraction of the TiZr phase, φporosity – volume 

fraction of porosity, ΔV/V – relative volume shrinkage during dealloying, ρ - mass density. 

Precursor alloy 

(at%) 
Sample name 

φ  

[no units] 

φporosity 

[no units] 

ΔV/V 

[vol%] 

ρ  

[g cm-3] 

(TiZr)30Cu70 TiZr@49vol% 0.49±0.05 0.51±0.05 15±3 2.8±0.1 

(TiZr)40Cu60 TiZr@63vol% 0.63±0.05 0.37±0.05 16±3 3.6±0.1 

(TiZr)50Cu50 TiZr@68vol% 0.68±0.05 0.32±0.05 8±3 3.8±0.1 

(TiZr)60Cu40 TiZr@79vol% 0.79±0.05 0.21±0.05 10±2 4.5±0.2 

Ti10Zr30Cu60 Ti25Zr75@58vol% 0.58±0.05 0.42±0.05 17±3 4.1±0.2 

Ti30Zr10Cu60 Ti75Zr25@70vol% 0.70±0.05 0.30±0.05 7±3 3.1±0.1 

 

Before addressing the third example of the microstructural design of porous TiZr alloys, some interesting 

microstructural features exemplified in Fig. 5 has to be emphasized. Firstly, the detailed observation of 
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the sample’s surface indicates the presence of large pores with elongated shape (Fig. 5 e) similar to crack-

like defects in nanoporous gold [43]. The second and most distinguished microstructural feature of the 

porous TiZr alloys is the ultrafine lamellae microstructure of the individual ligaments. The lamellae or 

basket-weave microstructure is typical for titanium alloys [44,45]. Usually, such fine lamellae precipitate 

upon very fast cooling from the β phase field of titanium alloys. The body-centered cubic structure of the 

β phase leads to 12 variants of the orientation of these lamellae, but not all 12 possible variants are 

nucleated statistically. Instead, in order to minimize the overall elastic strains only two or three variants 

being nearly perpendicular to each other dominate in a given volume of a β phase [46]. In the current 

case, the lamellae thickness is in an ultrafine-scale regime of about 120 nm as can be seen in the 

SEM micrographs in Figs. 5 f-g. Based on this evidence, one can consider a control of the lamellae 

thickness by optimizing the cooling rate after dealloying or subjecting the porous scaffolds to post-

dealloying heat-treatments. 

Figs. 5 b and 6 presents the microstructure of several porous TixZr100-x alloys fabricated from precursor 

alloys with the same Cu concentration (60 at.%) and the same dealloying parameters (1023 K and 10 min). 

The increasing of the Zr content in this set of samples leads to a higher shrinkage of samples during 

dealloying and higher fraction of porosity in final porous samples (Table 1). SEM analysis indicates that 

the Ti25Zr75 and Ti75Zr25 samples consist of lamellar structures what was also observed for the Ti50Zr50  

sample. However, the liamelaes of the non-equilibrium compositions are coarserser as compared to the 

case of the equilibrium one. Thus, tuning of the chemical composition of the precursor alloys, namely, 

ratio between Ti and Zr, enables manipulation of the TixZr100-x microstructure. In its turn, microstructure 

and chemical composition of the current porous TixZr100-x scaffolds significantly affect their stress-strain 

behavior reported below. 
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Figure 6 SEM micrographs of porous TixZr100-x alloys fabricated from (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursors by liquid 

metal dealloying at 1023 K for 10 min. (a and b) Ti25Zr75 sample fabricated from Ti10Zr30Cu60; and (c and d) 

Ti75Zr25 sample fabricated from Ti30Zr10Cu60. Note: compositions are given in at.%. 

Mechanical properties of the microporous TixZr100-x alloys 

An indubitable advantage of the dealloying-based porous TixZr100-x over their bulk counterparts in a view 

of implant application is that the current porous TixZr100-x alloys possess very low Young’s modulus, Y. The 

Y value can be adjusted between 3.2 GPa to 15.1 GPa through control of solid fraction, ϕ (Fig. 7, Table 2). 

A higher Y value corresponds to a higher ϕ value. The remarkable result is that the low Y values go along 

with high yield strength, σY, values. The σY values of the current TiZr samples are in a range from 

110 to 480 MPa (Table 1, Fig. 7 a), distinguishing these materials from other dealloying-based porous 

metals and alloys. In the same way as Y, the σ0.2 of porous TiZr can be tuned by controlling φ as it is strongly 

dependent on the solid fraction (Fig. 7 a). In particular, the σY values of the dealloying-based porous 

TixZr100-x materials with φ values equal to 68 vol.% and 79 vol.% are about 321 MPa and 480 MPa, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 7 Mechanical properties of the porous TiZr samples under compressive loading. (a) Effect of solid 

fraction on mechanical properties for the porous TiZr alloy; (b) Effect of composition on mechanical 

properties for the TiZr, Ti25Zr75, and Ti75Zr25 (at%) alloys fabricated from the TiZrCu master alloys containing 

60 at% of Cu. Note: the part of samples name before „@“ indicates alloy composition in at%, the part after 

„@” indicates solid fraction of the sample“. 

Table 2 Mechanical properties of the porous TiZr. Y  – Young’s modulus, σ0.2 – yield strength. 

Precursor alloy 

(at%) 
Sample name 

Y 

[GPa] 
σ0.2 [MPa] 

(TiZr)30Cu70 TiZr@49vol% 3.2±0.2 110±10 

(TiZr)40Cu60 TiZr@63vol% 7.3±0.4 259±25 

(TiZr)50Cu50 TiZr@68vol% 10.4±2 321±35 

(TiZr)60Cu40 TiZr@79vol% 15.1±3 480±35 

Ti10Zr30Cu60 Ti25Zr75@58vol% 5.5±0.5 117±10 

Ti30Zr10Cu60 Ti75Zr25@70vol% 6.2±0.7 136±10 
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Apart from appropriate strength and stiffness parameters, the load-bearing implant materials should 

possess reasonable deformability. The compression tests show that the current porous TiZr materials are, 

indeed, plastically deformable with strain values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 (Fig. 7). This plastic deformation 

of the porous TixZr100-x samples is accompanied by a pronounced strain-hardening behavior what is 

partially due to a densification of the porous scaffold. The process of densification includes decreasing of 

interligament space and arrangement of ligaments perpendicular to the loading direction as 

demonstrated in Fig. 8 a. The SEM analysis of deformed samples also reveals the presence of local plastic 

deformation (Fig. 8 b) in form of numerous slip bands on the surface of the ligaments. These slip bands 

obviously are a result of dislocation motion due to plastic deformation. However, the most interesting 

finding was disclosed during fracture surface analysis. It seems that during plastic deformation under 

compressive loading, some ligaments were subjected to tensile loading. Regions of the fracture surface 

covered by dimples with a size less than 100 nm as can be seen in Fig. 8 c prove that some individual 

ligaments were raptured apart in a purely ductile nature. 

 

Figure 8 SEM micrographs of the deformed to fracture porous TiZr samples. (a) Compaction and 

alignment of ligaments perpendicular to the loading direction in TiZr@68vol% (loading direction is 

vertical); (b) Slip bands on the surface of individual ligaments in TiZr@49vol%; (c) Dimples on the fracture 

surface of the individual ligaments in TiZr@68vol%.  
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Cytocompatibility test 

To ensure the initial cytocompatibility of the porous metals fabricated by the liquid metal dealloying, a 

LIVE/DEAD staining was performed after 5 days HUCPV culture. As Ti-6Al-4V is widely applied in 

biomedical application, it was selected as a comparison in order to be able to interpret the results. Fig. 9 

presents staining micrographs of a porous TiZr sample and of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Only a few red cells were 

detected on each sample (maybe less on the porous TiZr). However, compared to the polished surface of 

the Ti-6Al-4V (control) material, more viable (and spread) cells could be found on the rough surfaces of 

the porous TiZr material. The different cell response may be due to the different surface roughness and 

to the various chemical compositions of the studied materials. The rough surface of the porous materials 

is more favorable for cells adhesion compared to the polished one. This might even stimulate a better 

osseointegration behavior of the developed porous materials what is quite advantageous in view of the 

possible application as an implant material. 

 

Figure 9 Fluorescence images of HUCPV cells cultured on porous TiZr (a) of the current study and Ti6Al4V 

alloy (b; control). Fluorescence LIVE (green)/DEAD (red) staining was performed after 5 days of cell 

culture. Scale bar 400 μm. 
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Discussion 

Microstructure 

The porous TixZr100-x alloys were successfully synthesized from the (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursor alloys with 

an atomic concentration of Cu varying from 40 to 70 at.%. Similar to the electrochemical dealloying, there 

is a critical alloy composition (referred also as parting limit) required for full dealloying in the liquid metal 

dealloying [30]. This characteristic is important for practical reasons as a lower Cu concentration in 

(TixZr100-x)yCu100-y leads to a higher solid fraction in the porous TixZr100-x alloys. The porous TixZr100-x alloys 

with higher solid fraction exhibit superior strength characteristics. In the current study, we did not study 

the parting limit in detail. However, dealloying of a precursor with the critical composition, namely the 

Ti30Zr30Cu40 precursor, was limited to 1223 K. At higher temperatures, dealloying was not completed. We 

correlate these observations with a competing coarsening process of ligaments fusing together at higher 

dealloying temperatures and, therefore, blocking paths for Mg to diffuse into the precursor alloy. The 

similar parting limit – about 40 at.% – was reported by McCue et al. for rather different dealloying system, 

namely TiTa dealloyed in Cu [30]. The authors emphasized the extremely low parting limit in the case of 

the liquid metal dealloying compared to electrochemical dealloying. Our observations support this 

conclusion. However, we believe that further systematic investigations of different dealloying systems are 

required to support this statement. 

To control the resulting ligament size of the dealloyed-based porous metals is essential for their structural 

as well as functional properties. For example, decreasing of ligament size of electrochemically fabricated 

nanoporous metals, usually noble ones such as nanoporous gold (NPG), leads to significantly higher 

strength[47]. Here, several bulk porous TixZr100-x commercial alloys were synthesized to demonstrate 

capabilities of the liquid dealloying method in tuning of ligament size. As it was shown, the ligament size 

of the current TixZr100-x alloys can be tuned from about one to several micrometers by varying processing 

parameters such as time and temperature as well as chemical composition of precursor alloys. Since the 

liquid metal dealloying is a diffusion-mediated process, there is a trade-of between sample thickness and 

final ligament size as demonstrated in [24,26]. High processing temperatures lead to significant ligament 

coarsening. On the other hand, reducing processing temperature results in an increase of processing time. 

Interestingly, the ligament size is depended on the precursor alloy composition like in the case of the 

(TixZr100-x)yCu100-y alloys with different Ti to Zr ratio. Comparison of the as-dealloyed microstructure of the 

(TiZr)30Cu70 alloy with the previously reported Ti30Cu70 one [22] also supports this statement. This suggests 

additional opportunities for the ligament size control by optimization of the chemical composition of the 

precursor alloy.  

In terms of mechanical performance, ligament size, solid fraction, and chemical composition significantly 

influence the strength and stiffness of porous materials. We now turn to discuss the mechanical properties 

of the current porous alloys with relation to their microstructure. 
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Mechanical behavior 

The reported liquid metal dealloying-based porous alloys exhibit insufficient strength characteristics for 

orthopedic implant applications. For example, the maximum reached σY value for the porous Ti is about 

72 MPa [22]. The required σY should be several times higher than the ultimate stress of cortical bone 

which is in the range between 50 and 150 MPa [48] in order to avoid damage of implant or/and bone 

during the healing process. The governing reason for the development of the porous TixZr100-x alloys was 

the improvement of strength performance of the dealloying-based porous alloys for biomedical 

applications. In this study, we investigated two approaches for optimization of mechanical properties, 

namely the tuning the solid fraction as well as the chemical composition. 

The effect of the solid fraction on the mechanical behavior of the dealloying-based materials was reported 

for porous Ti in our previous investigation [22]. The same trend, namely the higher solid fraction leads to 

higher strength as well as stiffness, is observed for the current porous TiZr samples. Generally, the stiffness 

of dealloyed metals depends on the interconnectivity of ligaments network [49,50]. In its turn, the latter 

depends on the precursor alloy composition [30] and increases as this approaches the parting limit. Based 

on this statement, the increasing stiffness accompanied by increasing solid fraction (Fig. 7 a) is probably 

due to increasing interconnectivity of ligaments. However, the overall stiffness values of the porous TiZr 

reaching about 15 GPa are surprisingly low and are in the range of that for cortical bone. The low stiffness 

of the dealloying-based porous metals is due to the unique microstructure inherited from processing [22]. 

It can be readily concluded from the finding that the sintered porous metals exhibit higher stiffness values 

compared to the dealloying-based ones at the same porosity [10,51]. 

The interconnectivity of ligaments is also likely to affect the strength of the current porous TiZr alloys. 

However, the most exciting finding is a significant improvement of strength characteristics of the porous 

TiZr compared with the porous Ti from the previous studies [22,31]. Comparing σY values of TiZr@63vol% 

(259 MPa) with the porous Ti (72 MPa) [22] exhibiting similar ϕ values indicates more than three-fold 

strength improvement. The main reason for this improvement is the solid solution strengthening effect. 

The equiatomic TiZr alloy is known to be about 2.5 times stronger than pure Ti [34,44]. However, in 

accordance with the Hall-Petch relationship, the coarser ligament size of TiZr@63vol% as compared to the 

porous Ti should lead to somewhat lower strength improvement. We believe that a second significant 

strengthening mechanism of TiZr@63vol% lies in the ultrafine-grained microstructure of individual 

ligaments as exemplified in Figs. 6 f and g. These findings suggest the opportunity to tune the load-bearing 

performance of the porous alloys by refining the ligaments’ microstructure down to the nanoscale regime 

as well as employing the solid solution strengthening. 

To study the effect of chemical composition on the mechanical behavior of the porous TiZr alloys, the set 

of samples shown in Fig. 7 b was fabricated. It has to be emphasized that it was not possible to synthesize 

porous TiZr alloys with identical solid fraction, starting with the same Cu content and following the same 

processing route. The chemical composition of precursors affects the solid fraction of dealloyed alloys, 

e.g. through different shrinkage behavior (Table 1). Summarizing the findings from that part of the 

investigations, the highest σY value was achieved for an equiatomic TiZr composition. Comparing σY values 
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between TiZr@63vol% (259 MPa) and Ti75Zr25@70vol% (136 MPa) allows concluding that the solid 

solution strengthening significantly dominates over the solid fraction effect in this case. 

Application perspectives 

The liquid metal dealloying-based porous alloys and their interpenetrating-phase composites represent a 

relatively new class of engineering materials [22]. These materials are distinguished due to their unique 

combination of mechanical properties demonstrating a strong deviation from the scaling relation 

between strength and stiffness usual for classical engineering materials. In particular, the σ0.2 and Y values 

of the porous TixZr100-x materials of this study covers a substantial area of the “empty space” on the Ashby 

type diagram [52] in the area of intermediate (rather high) strength and low stiffness (Fig. 10). Exhibiting 

strength characteristics of even bulk alloys, the porous TixZr100-x alloys are possessing Young’s moduli 

comparable to that of cortical bone even without an infiltration of the pore space by another material. 

This suggests opportunities for the materials to be used as advanced materials for load bearing implant 

application. Furthermore, preliminary biological tests highlighted the materials cytocompatibility and a 

certain advantage of porous TiZr alloys over conventional Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Thus, effort should be pursued 

on further biological characterizations of the porous TixZr100-x alloys fabricated by liquid metal dealloying. 

 

Figure 10 Ashby diagram of Young’s modulus plotted against yield strength demonstrating the unique 

combination of properties of the porous TiZr alloys favorable for load-bearing implant applications.  
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Conclusions 

In summary, we presented the liquid metal dealloying method for fabrication of open porous metallic 

biomaterials with flexibly tunable properties. These dealloying-based materials enable development of a 

novel biomaterial platform. For demonstration here, several open porous TixZr100-x alloys were synthesized 

by means of the liquid metal dealloying of (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursors using Mg as the corrosive medium. 

The effects of dealloying conditions as well as chemical composition of the (TixZr100-x)yCu100-y precursors on 

the dealloyed microstructure of the porous TixZr100-x were studied.  In particular, increasing dealloying time 

(from 5 to 20 min) and temperature (from 1073 to 1173 K) for the (TiZr)30Cu70 precursor, generally, leads 

to coarsening of the microstructure, e.g. increasing thickness of ligaments. The decreasing Cu content in 

the (TiZr)yCu100-y precursors from 70 to 40 at.% results in a higher solid fraction of the final porous TiZr 

reaching up to 79 vol%. The varying chemical composition, namely ratio of Ti to Zr in the (TixZr100-x)40Cu60 

precursors, leads to a different ligament size and a different solid fraction of the porous TixZr100-x alloys. 

Thus, the microstructure of the dealloying-based porous TixZr100-x can be tuned by optimizing chemical 

composition of precursors as well as by control of the dealloying conditions. 

The porous TixZr100-x alloys are distinguishing themselves from other porous metals due to their high yield 

strength reaching up to 480 MPa, an excellent compressive deformability and a low Young’s modulus of 

about 15.1 GPa even in the case of high metal fractions of about 79 vol%. The yield strength strongly 

depends on solid fraction and chemical composition of the porous TixZr100-x alloys. For example, the yield 

strength can be tuned from 110 MPa to 480 MPa by varying the solid fraction from 49 vol% to 79 vol%. In 

terms of chemical composition, the dealloying-based porous TixZr100-x possessing an equiatomic 

composition is the strongest among the current set of samples. The overall high strength of the porous 

TiZr alloys is due to solid solution strengthening effect as well as the ultrafine-grained microstructure of 

their ligaments. The unique combination of mechanical properties of the dealloying-based porous alloys 

together with promising preliminary biological tests results indicates opportunities for load-bearing 

implant applications. 
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